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Fang Girl
Author:
Helen Keeble
Reading Level: Grades 6 and up
Xanthe Jane (don't call her Xanthe) has always loved vampires, as stories, but she knows they aren't real. Then one night
she is woken up by a cellphone playing the theme from Dracula and discovers that she is in a coffin, in her grave, and her
vampire sire is exhuming her. When her sire is chased off before she can finish digging Jane up, Jane is left to figure out

how she could be a vampire when she's never been bitten and what is she supposed to do now, in this tongue-in-cheek
vampire novel.
Check availability of this book
More books by Helen Keeble

Daylight Saving
Author:
Edward Hogan
Reading Level: Grades 7 - 10
Daniel, who hates all things sports, is taken to the Leisure World Holiday Complex, a family sports camp, by his father for
autumn break. While trying to avoid another of his father's drunken episodes, Daniel bikes to a lake where he meets a girl
named Lexi, who has a slight black eye and seems to be at the camp alone. Each time they meet she has more and
worsening injuries, and, as he spends more time with her, Daniel begins to develop weird wounds of his own. What is
happening and how can he help both of them before he has to leave at the end of the week?
Check availability of this book
More books by Edward Hogan

Break My Heart 1,000 Times
Author:
Daniel Waters
Reading Level: Grades 7 - 10
The biggest consequence of The Event (other than billions of people being killed at once) is that ghosts have become an
everyday part of life. Veronica is used to her father's ghost showing up each morning at the kitchen table silently reading
the same paper, drinking the same cup of coffee and smiling at the area by the sink right before he vanishes. Walking to
school each morning means seeing a murdered girl show up on the creepy teacher's doorstep, and the ghost of an old
woman hobbling down to get her mail. Then one February morning the ghost of a teenaged boy shows up in Veronica's
bathroom, more ghosts start popping up all over town, and the creepy teacher starts paying a lot of attention to Veronica.
Check availability of this book
More books by Daniel Waters

Scarlett Dedd
Author:
Cathy Brett
Reading Level: Grades 6 -8
Scarlett cannot bear the idea of going on an weekend school retreat where she'll have to get dressed in front of the other
girls who will see her secondhand store gray underwear. The perfect out seems to appear in the form of some mushrooms
that, according to a book she glances at, will make her sick to her stomach. Unfortunately, a slight identification error winds
up killing her and her entire family leaving her, a girl who only had four friends in life, an extremely lonely ghost. Then a
boy on a ghostly chat room suggests that she kill one or two of her former friends so that she can have companions forever.
That's not a terrible idea, is it?
Check availability of this book
More books by Cathy Brett

Bedtime for Monsters
Author:
Ed Vere
Reading Level: Ages 3 - 6
Have you ever wondered if there are monsters out there somewhere? Have you ever wondered if one of those monsters
might be heading your way thinking about what a good snack you would make? Have you? If not, you might start thinking
about that after reading this book.
Check availability of this book
More books by Ed Vere
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